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Abstract. One of the major aims of an intelligent monitoring system, is the supervision task
whitch assist the operator in understanding what occurs on a process. Failures hypotheses must
be located and the inferring process must be explicited. This paper demonstrate a second
generation expert system (SEXTANT) dedicated to the transients analysis on PWR nuclear
reactors. This system detects failures by simulating the process with a numerical model. A
diagnosis module uses an event graph built from a causal graph model of the plant to generate
hypotheses, and a numerical model to validate these hypotheses. Hypotheses are stored into
scenarios which are concurrent possible interpretations of the process evolution. The approach
is illustrated by an application for the analysis of the house load operation on a pressurized
water reactor.

Key Words. Supervisory control of PWR; Qualitative diagnosis; House load operation



1 • INTRODUCTION

Continuous operation of a large and complex industrial process is usually supervised by both
an automatic control system and a human operator. Both automatic and manual modes of
control are used in the supervision process in order to assure safe and economical operation.
The supervision task complexity reflects the physical processes complexity taking place during
the plant operation, as well as the plant machinery complexity. The main task of the human
operator is to ensure the normal operation based on measurements of several parameters.
Interaction of these physical parameters with a host of others may often lead to a situation
where recognition of the abnormal system behaviour and interpretation of the anomaly, which
are necessary for planning corrective actions, are quite difficult. The problem is aggravated in
emergency conditions, when the operator must perform some corrective actions in a short time.

Such situations are familiar in the nuclear domain, particularly in the field of plant operator
assistance. Therefore SEXTANT («Systeme EXperT pour l'ANalyse de Transitoires» or
Knowledge based system for the analysis of transients) was initially built to study physical
transients of nuclear reactors. This testbed approach is now generalized to the interpretation of
on-line continuous and dynamical processes. SEXTANT combines several knowledge bases
concerning numerical models and qualitative behaviour of the plant with a generate-and-test
mechanism. It dynamically builds, corrects or discards alternative scenarios, provided to the
operator or to a planning system.

Within this framework, this paper is focused on the following aspects:

- Time treatment through scenarios management.

- The integration of a diagnosis method using a mixed numerical/qualitative model in
SEXTANT.

- Qualitative reasoning using causal and event graph.

- Application of this approach to the interpretation of the house load operation.

Real time constraint processing, which is very important in such an application is not on the
focus of this paper. Some informations can be found in (Lorre et al. 1994).

The first part presents main algorithms which are the foundations of the system and details
scenarios management. The second part details diagnosis techniques used, the third one gives
elements about application to the house load operation, and the last part addresses future works
and concludes.

2 - SEXTANT

Supervision of a continuous industrial process includes several generic tasks required by the
nature of the problem. Tasks should be scheduled and interconnected to simulate the reasoning
process.

This part describes at first SEXTANT'S main principles , then the logical flow chart of the
computational sequence is presented and at last each task will be detailed.

2.1 - Main principles

SEXTANT uses multiple process models in order to simulate it. One model is used to predict
the normal state of the process, at that time an evaluation of the actual state is done, if these
states are different then a trouble is infered. The diagnostic module is called in order to
determine potential causes. In general there are many possible hypotheses, and the system
can't establish the right one. These hypotheses are stored into scenarios which are concurrent



possible interpretations of the process evolution. Scenarios are computed along time and we
kept only those which evolve not too far from the observation.

The generation of failure hypotheses is mainly based on qualitative reasoning, while the
simulation and validation, as described below, is numerical.

2.1.1 - System modelisation

In order to accomplish its analysis, reasoning process have to take into account measured
variables but also variables with unknown values. These variables permit us to model faulty
components (for example a tank leak can be represented by a flow rate).

SEXTANT uses two types of variables:

- variables whose values are continuously (or periodically) measured and displayed to
characterize the status of the plant, called measured variables.

- internal variables whose values are unknown and are used to make hypotheses. The set of
these variables include all parameters relevant to the physical description of the plant and
the process involved.

2.1.2 - Scenarios

The temporal reasoning process used to determine scenarios, performs belief management to
select the interpretation on the basis of its credibility evolution.

A scenario is a data structure which stores a timed sequence of hypotheses about events. At
each time t, values of faulty internal variables are stored as well as values of measured
parameters (and so process evolution). At each time several scenarios may be present, they
represent concurrent interpretations.

The necessary time for analysis must be monitored and planned by comparison to the process
real-time evolution. Several time scales are dynamically denned depending on the physical
situation. Long term recapitulation is performed on a larger time scale, in order to select
scenarios when evidence becomes available, and to avoid proliferation of contradictory
beliefs. Conjecture/refutation is the main mechanism of the process. Scenario's refutation is
based on heuristics which are criteria or simplification established according to the knowledge
of the process. These simplification are necessary because, in SEXTANT, neither
measurements, nor scenarios are hold as absolute references, leading to a threat of branching
phenomena.

2.2 - Interpretation cycle

The interpretation cycle is shown on Figure 1. Most of the stages consist of as many parallel
operations as there are scenarios: one detection, one analysis per scenario etc.

A time step consist of an iteration of this basic loop. Each element is described below.

2.2.1 - Physical state evaluation

Process state is evaluated by measurement of variables.

2.2.2 - Fault detection

Detection is made by comparison between values of observed and predicted measured
variables. Anomalies are decomposed into elementary deviations (symptoms which
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Fig.l. Interpretation cycle of SEXTANT

correspond to the value and to the direction of the difference between observed and predicted
values).

2.2.3 - Analysis of anomalies and generation of explanatory hypotheses.

The goal of this task is to generate explanatory hypotheses for faults detected by the previous
stage.

We assume that the behaviour of studied industrial processes is slow enough to look for single
failures. Moreover, since reasoning is based on a loop, if an event has been missed at iteration
number n, it will be detect at iteration number n+1.

Analysis is shared in two sub-tasks:

- A qualitative model of the installation and a qualitative reasoning produces a set of all
possible explanations for faults detected. These explanations are connected to internal
variables which can be roots of deficiency. This inference mechanism will be detailed later
in this paper.

- For each internal variable (determined by prior diagnosis system), a sensitivity study is
done with a local optimizing program connected to a numerical model, to obtain possible
value for this variable. If no value is found for a variable, the hypothesis is rejected.

These two phases are necessary, because:

- Using only causal graph in diagnosis gives little informations, and using only quantitative
equations makes you loose the causal information and the physical interpretation.

- An exhaustive sensitivity analysis is impossible, even if a complete numerical model of
the installation is available, because of the great number of parameters.

At the end of this module, and for every previous scenario, as many new ones are created as
there are new hypothesis. These scenarios store history informations of possible events.



Example:

Notation for a scenario: {(tj, pj=Vj),..., ft,-, Pj^vjJ,...} where:
f,-: time of the event
Py internal variable
v/-* value for variable pj

Suppose, that at t = tg two scenarios are present:

S2: Kb P2=v2)}
At t- T Sextant detects an event and makes two assumptions about parameters p3 and
P4. So there are now six scenarios:

$3: Kb Pi=vj), (T, P3=wj)J
S4: Kb Pi=vj), (T, p4=w2)J

S5' Kb P2=V2)> (T> P3=wl)J
S6: Kb P2=V2>> (T, P4=W2)J

End Example.

2.2.4 - Simulation and recapitulation of scenarios

At regular intervals, scenarios are simulated by a numerical simulation model which gives
precise values for measurable variables.

Synthesis delete scenarios whose evolution is too far from observed evolution by comparison
between simulated values of control parameters and measurements.

Example:

In the previous example SEXTANT simulate scenarios Sj to S6 and obtain values for
measurable variables CPj and CP2 (these two variables are supposed to be the only
measurable ones).
So for t = Tj = nAt and t = T2 = n'At (where At is the simulation period) scenarios
are:

Si-' KbPi^i)> (Ti, CP1=s11,CP2=s}2), (T2, CP}=c1}, CP2=c12)]
S2- KbP2=v2)> (?1. CP}=s21,CP2=s22), (T2, CP^czi, CP2=c22)J
S3-' KbPl=vl)> (Tl> CP^5U,CP2=s12), (T,p3=wj), (T2> CPj=c3I, CP2=c32)J
S4: KbPl-vl)> (Tl> CPl=S]],CP2=s12), (T,p4=w2), (T2, CP]=c41> CP2=c42)J
S5: KbP2=v2), (Tj, CPj=s21,CP2=s22), (T.p^wj), (T2, CPj=c5], CP2=c52)J
S6- KbP2=v2)> (Ti, CPj=s21,CP2=s22), (T,p4=w2), (T2, CPj=c61, CP2=c62))
Then, for every scenario SEXTANT compare simulated values of CPj and CP2 with
measured ones. For instance S2, S3 and S^ are deleted and so, interpretation of
process at t = T2 is given by the three scenarios Sj, S4, S5

End Example.

Consequently, time is taken into account in the interpretation through the existence of multiple
competitive scenarios, which are generated progressively when an anomaly is detected, and
which are deleted as a function of their evolution in time.

2.2.5 - Prediction of the process evolution



For each scenario not removed by the recapitulation, physical state for the next interpretation
cycle is predicted. Prediction is based on the physical state evaluated before and on the values
of internal variables.

3 - QUALITATIVE DIAGNOSIS USING CAUSAL AND EVENT GRAPH

As seen before, SEXTANT diagnosis approach is based on models of the physical process
(diagnosis methods based on this approach are called diagnosis from the first principles). This
approach uses system description and observation; if observed behaviour is different of
prediction, the diagnosis problem consists of determining the faulty components which explain
the difference between expected and observed behaviour.

3.1 - Foundations

Detection gives anomaly which is a set of symptoms. A symptom suggest that the variation of
a measurable variable is abnormal, it contains variable name and variation direction. For
example the symptom (L, +) states that the variation of L is too high (according to the
prediction). Qualitative diagnosis method produces a set of hypothesis. Since all these
hypothesis are not relevant, numerical validation takes each of them as input and retain the
most explanative ones according to the observation.

The qualitative diagnosis technique is based on a causal graph model compiled in an event
graph model. Next paragraphs will detail this technique.

3.2 - Causal graph

After giving some definitions, this paragraph will define the notion of regulated internal
variables. These concepts will be illustrated by the study of the pressurizer component.

3.2.1 -Definition

Causality is generally defined as a directional relation between variables (for example A~^B)
which means that the behaviour of variable B at the time t depends of the behaviour of the
variable A at prior or equal time. Causal graph can explain how physical system behaves using
causal links between variables that represent physical system. Causal graph represents
faithfully the reasoning of an expert facing an abnormal situation. From the deviations of the
observed variables, expert makes assumptions about causes of deviations and retains those
corresponding to the observed behaviour.

Causal graph is required only to locate the candidate set of faulty components. Nodes of the
graph correspond to variables, alarm conditions or failure origins and branches represent
causal influences between nodes. This graph is called a signed directed graph (SDG) (Iri et al.
1979). Nodes in the SDG assume the qualitative values (0), (+), (-), representing the nominal
steady state, higher and lower than the nominal steady state, respectively. Influences are
represented by signs (+, -) on the branches, indicating that the cause and effect variables tend
to change in the same or opposite direction. Human expert completes the graph with
measurable variables and with some knowledge of failures (Lucas and Evrard, 1993a). These
failures are called potential root causes (PRC).

As an example, let see the pressurizer modelisation.

3.2.2 - Pressurizer causal graph



Pressurizer function is to maintain pressure constant in the primary system of a pressurized
water reactor (PWR), in particular when transients occur.

Pressure adjustment is done by keeping the water/steam balance at the saturation temperature
according to this pressure:

- by heating the water phase (heaters)

- by condensing the steam phase (spray line)

- when the pressure grow up in an abnormal way, exhaust valves open.

Level measurement of water in the pressurizer allows control of water amount in the primary
system. Level adjustment is done by using the RCV circuit.

Measurable variables are:

- Water level N (%)

- Pressure P (bar)

Internal variables are:

- spray rate Da

- steam letdown flow Dj

- heater power P c

- RCV letdown flow rate DRCV

Causal graph is represented on figure 2, where triangles stand for measurable variables, and

Fig.2. First causal graph of a pressurizer

circles stand for internal variables.

3.2.3 - Regulated internal variable

The previous representation has two limitations:

- It doesn't take into account influences weight, consequently there is a great number of
circuits in the causal graph and so low deductive power.

- Some variables are only used when value of an other one is in a fixed range, or when the
variation of a variable in time exceed a threshold. These cases occur typically for regulation
representation (for example exhaust valves open only if the pressure is more than 162 bar).

We define a special internal variable type called regulated internal variable, which belongs to
the graph only if some conditions on some measurable variables are verified. These conditions
may be one of:

- the measurable variable must be in a fixed range, that is: si <v(t) <s2



- the instantaneous variation of the measurable variable exceed a threshold, that is: .
! — ~ 7— — > threshold

v(t-At)
- the variable variation in a timed window exceed a threshold, that is: :

|v(Q -v(t-At)\ v window
v(t-At)

- conjunction or disjunction of such conditions.

x ••-----•- > threshold
At

3.2.4 - Pressurizer causal graph

The Causal graph demonstrated above can be modified. Double circle stands for a regulated
internal variable which is linked with a condition block (figure 3).

P>162 157<P<160

0 < N < 1 5

P<155
or
60 < N < 100

Fig.3. Second causal graph of a pressurizer

3.2.5 - Simulation of the causal graph

The simulation's goal is to compute the effect of a perturbation on causal graph variables.

Analysis of this graph is based on the QUAF (Qualitative Analysis of causal Feedback)
algorithm (Oyeleye et al. 1990), (Rose and Kramer 1991) which predict the initial trend and
final state of each variable by a topological analysis of the graph.

QUAF algorithm

QUAF calculate the initial (small time) and ultimate (large time) responses in systems
described by first-order qualitative differential equations:

dx

where x are states and u exogenous variables.

These equations are linearized around a steady state f(xO, uO) = 0 :

(1)

(2)

where y = x-xO and v = 11-uO represent deviations from nominal conditions.

The signed directed graph (SDG) (Iri et al. 1979) is a method of representing the qualitative



structure of Eq. (1). It represents the sign structure of the matrices A and B, and applies in the
domain around (xO,uO). The SDG consists of nodes and directed arcs:

- Nodes correspond to the system variables y and v and have qualitative states (0), (+) or (-
), corresponding to y, (or. Vj) = 0, y; (or. vj) > 0 or yt (or vj) < 0.

- A directed arc from y; and yj exists iff Ay =£ 0. Each arc has an associated sign + or -
corresponding to Ay > 0 or Ay < 0. Similarly, an arc from Vj to yj represents By.

- An integrating variable is one with no self cycle (A^ = 0) and represents energy storage
variables.

Details of the QUAF algorithm are not in the scope of this paper (see Rose and Kramer 1991).

Diagnosis with causal graph

Diagnosis process looks for internal variables of the SDG to perturbate in order to reproduce
(with QUAF) states of measurable ones.

With such a method, work must be repeated many times during the process interpretation, to
calculate the same response to the same deviation. A better solution is to compile off-line
results from QUAF algorithm in an event graph.

3.3 - Event graph

3.3.1 - Event graph model

Events represent transitions between process states and are considered to have no temporal
extent.

The event graph is generated from the causal graph (Lucas and Evrard, 1993 a; Finch et al.,
1990) and is constituted with qualitative states called events which are the results of QUAF
compilation (transition from normal to low, from normal to high, from low to normal and from
high to normal), potential root causes, and links connecting events and root causes.

Stages of this method are:

- identify potential root causes (PRC), that is the set of possible malfunctions that could
affect the process.

- connect each PRC to the corresponding causal graph variable with a causal bond. This
bond has the same type that bond connecting variables.

- simulate effect of each PRC on the system measured variables. This effect is a state
variation of variable, like change from Normal to High, from Normal to Low and so on.
These variations are called events.

- build an event graph where nodes represent states of process variables. States of different
variables may be connected by intervariable precursor/successor links, that depict
relationships between states. Intravariable precursor/successor links, relate states on the
same variable, and are indicative of the occurrence of event, rather than causality.

- diagnosis information is attached to precursor/successor links using link condition.
Several types of conditions are defined, the most useful being the :NOT condition, used to
block propagation of a specified malfunction along a link. The :ONLY-IF-TRANSIENT
link condition indicate that a variable will return to normal only when the root cause of the
disturbance has been removed.

3.3.2 - Derivation of the event graph



The derivation of the event model from the causal model can be quite complex. Sextant
provides routines that automate the construction of the event model. The method of
construction of the event graph is:

- calculate, for each PRC, the effect on measurable variables (does the PRC increase or
decrease significantly the variable?), and the order in the causal graph (order of a path in the
causal graph is the number of elements from cause to effect).

- link each PRC with the first event corresponding to Normal => High or Normal => Low
transition (lowest order in the causal graph).

- create links between events.

- add conditional informations to links.

Example

The pressurizer causal graph with PRCs is given on figure 4 and the event graph is

PRC 1: high Pressurizer heater PRC5: high steam rate
PRC2: low Pressurizer heater PRC6: low steam rate
PRC3: high charging flow rate RCVt PRC7: high spray rate Pzr
PRC4: low charging flow rate RCV PRC8: low spray rate Pzr

Fig.4. Causal graph with Potential Root Causes

given on figure 5.
End Example

3.3.3 - Diagnosis with event graph

To derive hypothesis, SEXTANT explore the event graph to find PRC(s) which explain all the
detected events. It store the potential root causes and the corresponding components.

The algorithm is:

- Mark detected events on event graph nodes

- Evaluate the set of possible causes, that is PRC(s) of each detected event.

- Compute the event graph minimal cover which explain detected events.

Example with the pressurizer event graph:

10
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Two events are detected: N: N ^> H (level increase) and P: N ^> H (pressure increase). Two
cases are possible:

- In a static way the minimal cover is {{PRC3}, {PRC7, PRC1}, {PRC7, PRC6}}.

- If time is introduced and the event N: N O H is detected at first, and P: N O H is detected
after, then the diagnosis result is the minimal cover {PRC3}. Indeed:

• event N: N O H is explicated by PRC3 or PRC7

• event P: N O H is explicated by PRC3, PRC1 or PRC6

and the minimal diagnose is the two sets intersection, witch is {PRC3}.

4 - APPLICATION

This part details the application of the Sextant methodology to the interpretation of transients
on pressurized water reactors. It will at first explains goals of the application and then, gives
details about the modelisation of the primary and secondary systems of the nuclear plant.

4.1 - Transients analysis

Operation events on French nuclear plants are analysed by the plant operator. Goal of this work
is building tools to assist this analysis by automatically determine if transients correctly behave
and detect anomalies in order to analyse them. We focus our work on the house load operation.

4.1.1 - House load operation

House load operation is a transient that happened when the secondary system of the plant
suddenly detach from the power network. The produced power can't be normally exhausted by
the turbine-generator, so regulation are used (turbine bypass, rod insertion), in order to
maintain the plant to a low power level and to avoid emergency shutdown and lifting of
primary and secondary relief valves.

11



4.1.2-Data

To validate our method we are doing an off-line analysis based on data from a real plant. These
data are timed evolution parameters as shown on figure 6 (example of power transient).

100 200 500 400 500 COO 700 TOO 900 10O0

Fig.6. Power transient

4.2 - Primary and secondary system modelisation

This part details modelisation of a PWR primary and secondary system. It gives causal graph
for each subpart: pressurizer, reactor core, steam generator and secondary system. At last we
will see the resulting event graph.

4.2.1 - Reactor core modelisation: regulation of the nuclear power

Reactor control is done by changing the control rods position following the value of the mean
temperature Tm = (Th + Tc)/2 where Th is the temperature of the primary system hot leg and Tc

is the temperature of the primary system cold leg.

Value of Tm is set to a reference program which is a linear function of the secondary power.

Measurable variables are:

- mean primary temperature T m (°C)

- nuclear power P n (% of nominal power)

- turbine power P t (%)

Internal variables are:

- assembly high Hg (step)

- turbine bypass flow rate Dc (% maximal flow rate)

We need also the following variables:
- reference temperature Tm c (°C)

We obtain the causal graph shown on figure 7.

4.2.2 - Steam generator modelisation

Goal of the steam generator is to turn secondary system water into steam with the primary
coolant thermal energy. In normal conditions, steam supply turbine. In incidental condition,
steam may be evacuated:

- directly to the condenser by the bypass circuit

- to the atmosphere

12



or

- P t > 1 0 % P n

,-Pt > 5%/mn

Fig.7. Nuclear power regulation

Regulation loop uses water level in the generator and a comparison of water and steam flow
rate. This regulation modify the water flow at the steam generator input (by increasing or
decreasing turbine-driven feedwater pump speed).

Measurable variables are:

- water level NQV (% maximal high)

- turbine power P t (% nominal power)

Internal variables are:

- difference of pressure water and steam header AP

- turbine-driven feedwater pump speed VJPA

- feedwater flow rate Qa

- steam flow rate Qy

- steam pressure PQ\

- steam temperature T^y

- turbine bypass flow rate Dc

The corresponding causal graph is given on figure 8.

13



4.2.3 - Modelisation of the primary and the secondary svstem

We deduce the causal graph of the primary and secondary system: see figure 9 where we

P>162 157<P<160

P<155
or
60 < N < 100

or
Pn-P t > 5%/mn

Fig.9. Causal graph of primary and secondary system

represent only one steam generator.

The internal variable P r stands for power network modelisation.

4.3 - Event graph of primary and secondary system

14



We add the following potential root causes:
PRC1: power network default
PRC2: sensor Tm high bias
PRC3: sensor Tm low bias
PRC4: low assembly insertion speed
PRC5: high assembly insertion speed
PRC6: high turbine bypass flow rate
PRC7: low turbine bypass flow rate
PRC8: high turbine-driven feedwater pump speed
PRC9: low turbine-driven feedwater pump speed
PRC10: sensor SVlevel high bias
PRC11: sensor SV level low bias
PRC12: high pressurizer heater
PRC13: low pressurizer heater
PRC14: high spray rate Pzr
PRC1S: low spray rate Pzr
PRC16: high charging flow rate RCV
PRC17: low charging flow rate RCV
PRC18: high steam rate
PRC19: low steam rate

We obtain the event graph of figure 10.

>RC2

N :HQI¥N: H O NYP: H P N )

N: L O NjtN: L*=> N j t P : L ° N ^

Fig. 10. Primary and secondary system event graph

5 - CONCLUSION

SEXTANT shows the integration of methods from different domains of artificial intelligence
to solve the problem of dynamic system monitoring. Major contributions concern, in on hand

15



time treatment from continuous and real-time aspects (Lorre et al.? 1994), and in the other hand
consistent mixing of qualitative and quantitative reasoning methods.

The first version was applied to the interpretation of transient on an auxiliary feedwater system
of a pressurized water nuclear reactor (Barbet et al., 1988). It is going to be applied to other
classes of transients, concerning both the primary and the secondary circuit of a nuclear
reactor.

Although, there is still some parts to be completed or to be improved:

- Fault detection module. Now, detection is based on gaps which are difficult to fix and
prohibit slow drift discovery.

- Operator interface and particularly an explanation module must be build.
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